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I.  Executive Summary 
 
The purpose of this rule amendment is to incorporate legislative changes, integrate 
technical topics and include settlement agreement items related to agricultural burning 
that have occurred since the development of Chapter 173-430 WAC in 1994.  The 
proposed amendments will provide clarifications and slight modifications to agricultural 
burning program requirements in Washington State.  As required under RCW 34.05, 
Ecology is providing this Small Business Economic Impact Statement as part of the rule 
adopting process. 
 
Historically, every Small Business Economic Impact Statement completed on WAC 173-
430 has found that there are disproportionate benefits to small businesses.1  Burning has 
many benefits and is a low cost method of handling a variety of agricultural issues 
including disease, pests, weeds and excess stubble.  In some areas, burning may aid in 
direct seeding practices which is a less soil invasive farming practice than traditional 
tillage.  Additionally, the rule language has been updated to allow burning for “all 
agricultural products” which, along with recent legislation, may provide additional 
incentives for bio-diesel production in the Washington State.  One amendment 
incorporates the "metered burning" system (described in the Settlement Agreement), 
which Ecology has developed during the past several years.  This allows permitting 
authorities to make burn calls during periods of time when particulate exposure is less 
likely to occur in populated areas.  This amendment reduces the cost impact of the 
existing rule by allowing agricultural burning to take place while causing minimal effects 
to public health.   
 
The costs of the rule to small businesses include the burn fee increase proposed for 2008 
by the Agricultural Burning and Research Task Force and additional application 
documents.    
 
As the following report details, small businesses dominate the industry affected by 
agricultural burning in Washington State.  This analysis estimates potential industry 
benefits from rule amendments at $7.3 million (detailed in Appendix E.)  The costs of the 
rule include fee increases and other burdens and have been determined to 
disproportionately affect small businesses.  Ecology expects that the rule amendments in 
this analysis will provide net benefits to overall business and will disproportionately 
benefit small businesses.   

II. Legal History 
 
The Washington State legislature established an agricultural burning program in 1991.  In 
following, Ecology established rules for a full-scale agricultural burning program that 
became effective in 1995.  Since that time, additional legislation, rulemaking and 

                                                 
1 Small Business Economic Impact Statement for Revisions of Chapter 173-403 to Limit Grass Seed Field 
Burning Emissions, July 24, 1996.  Small Business Economic Impact Statement for Revisions of Chapter 
173-403 to Certify Alternatives to Grass Seed Field Burning, March 31, 1998. 
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litigation related to grass-seed field burning has taken effect.  In 1999, a Voluntary 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Agreement with the Washington Association of 
Wheat Growers to reduce emissions was finalized.  Additionally, litigation by Save Our 
Summers resulted in a 9th Circuit Court of Appeals Settlement in November 2001.  
Ecology initiated rulemaking to comply with the Settlement Agreement and fulfill the 
mandatory regulatory review described in the Washington State Administrative 
Procedure Act, Chapter 34.05 RCW.   

III. Description of Changes Created by the Amendments 
The majority of the changes in this amendment are required by statute or by the court 
approved settlement agreement.  A crosswalk between the old rule and the amended rule 
is located in Appendix A.  The amendments which rely directly on the statute or court 
approved settlement agreement are not required to be analyzed under 19.85 RCW and 
therefore are not evaluated in this review.  The following sections contain amendment 
components of the rule that provide additional direction beyond the law and court order 
decisions and therefore are evaluated in this analysis: 
  
WAC 173-430-030 (1) This section explains that propane use to remove vegetative 
material is considered agricultural burning.  The law has never been interpreted to allow 
propane burning to be a basis for avoiding a permit; this addition will clarify the 
interpretation of the rule language. 
 
WAC 173-430-030 (8) The definition of farmer is updated to include any person engaged 
in the growing or production for sale of any “agricultural product.”  This will allow 
agricultural burning by farms that produce products that are inputs for alternative 
production purposes such as poplar trees used for pulp and paper or seed crop used for 
bio-diesel.  This increases access to agricultural burning. 
 
WAC 173-430-040 (2) The burn calls and metering amendment incorporates 
management practices for burning that have developed over the last 10 years and in doing 
so, have moved beyond the straight acreage analysis used in the voluntary Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU).  Metering is a technique that uses meteorological conditions 
and predictions to manage burning within the capacity of an air shed and may allow 
increased burning on specific days with minimal effect on people. As the Air Authorities 
and Ecology have determined how to predict when particulates will be disbursed by the 
wind, the number of allowable acres burned has increased.  This information is used to 
make daily burn calls that define the quantity of allowable acres to burn in a given area.  
The metering generates information on the success of the burn and determines how the 
burn call avoided creating exposure impacts.  In order to assure that health effects do not 
increase, the permit authorities must provide metering, data gathering, and annual 
reporting.2  
 

                                                 
2 The annual report costs would be attributed to Ecology staff time. An estimate would likely be 1/10th of 
an FTE or 1/10th time for one person working full time:  ~ $10,000 
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WAC 173-430-040 (3) In this section, the burn permit application process has been 
amended to include a map requirement.  This allows the issuers of burn permits to check 
the burn area more efficiently.  As a result, the cost and time required to apply for a burn 
permit will increase. 
  
WAC 173-430-040 (4) This section incorporates the maximum fee levels and the 
authority for fee level changes. The legislature established the authority of fee level 
changes to the Agricultural Burning Practices and Research Task Force.  This section 
establishes fees set by the Agricultural Burning Practices and Research Task Force that 
remain below the maximum level by law of $2.50 per acre.  The fee will be maintained at 
the current level of $2 per acre through 2007 and raised to $2.25 from 2008 on.  The 
increase includes the Ecology Administration Fee increase from $0.25 to $0.50 per acre 
in 2007 and 2008.  Additionally, the Task Force has determined that the research 
component of the fee will remain at $0.50 per acre in 2006, drop down to $0.25 per acre 
in 2007 and then rise back up to $0.50 per acre in 2008.   
 
In addition, new fee maximums for orchard tear-out burning are incorporated.  According 
to RCW 70.94.743, outdoor burning of cultivated orchard trees, whether or not 
agricultural crops will be replanted on the land, shall be allowed as an ongoing 
agricultural activity, given it  has been determined in writing that burning is an 
appropriate method to prevent or control the spread of horticultural pests or diseases.  
The fixed fee for orchard tear-out burning permits of up to 20 acres will increase from 
$25 to $50.   

IV. Affected Industry 
 
The dominant economic impact will occur in North American Industry Classification 
System 111, Crop Production; however the following NAICS codes may be affected: 
 
111  Crop Production 
112  Animal Production 
115  Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry 
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Table IVa: Permitted Acres Burned by Crop Type3

 
 
The increase in burning will most likely not create an increase in particulate exposure or 
related health effects when burning is timed carefully.  However, burning has the 
potential to affect 1.3 million people on days when the particulates will be brought to 
highly populated areas.  Given accurate timing of the burn calls, data collection and 
analysis create the primary cost of the rule.   

 
Table IVb.  Permitted 
Acres Burned by 
County 
 
The agricultural sectors 
affected by this rule are 
dominated by small 
businesses. Only 6% of 
the companies have over 
50 employees and 53% 
have only 1 to 4 
employees.  The average 
firm employing less than 
50 individuals has 9.4 
employees.4  Thus, most 
of the companies 

                                                 
3 The raw data on applications contains duplicate applications.  Applications also exceed final burn values.  
Ecology staff attempted to clean this data to avoid duplication on 3/21/06. 
4 County Business Patterns 2003, Census Bureau NAICS 111. 
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benefiting from the additional flexibility in the burn calls will be smaller companies. 
 
The permit data provides information on each burn; however it does not segregate out the 
costs or gains to individual businesses.  The following data provides a summary of 4 
years of activity on the part of individuals applying for permits. 
 
Table IVc  Individual Permit Data for 2002 through 2005 

 
 
The majority of the costs of this amendment are imposed on government in the form of 
researching and documenting the burn calls and providing oversight.  The cost imposed 
on agricultural businesses in exchange for this cost reduction small relative to the gain 
from burning.  The costs include adding a map to the application and submitting a post 
burn report.  The conservative cost of adding the map is $19.44.  When evaluated on a 
cost per employee basis there is a disproportionate impact to small businesses as seen in 
Table IVd.   
 
Table IVd. Disproportionate Impacts Estimate for Maps 

 
  
In 2008, the fee for agricultural burning will increase from $2.00 to $2.25 per acre.  The 
fees are increasing in order to cover the cost of reviewing atmospheric conditions and 
creating burn calls.  The total annual cost of the fee increase is estimated to be $28,000 in 
2008.  When evaluated on a cost per employee basis, the fees have a disproportionate 
impact as seen in Table IVe. 
 
Public data on individual companies is limited to 17 out of 300 permitees.  The fees have 
been evaluated with both the industry average and public data and it is suspected that 
calculations based on the industry average are more likely to be valid.  If a company is an 
average small company and pays the average fee increase of $71 and the 6% of large 
employers pay the same average fee, then the impact is disproportionate to small 
businesses.  Small companies would pay on average $7.51 per employee and an employer 
with 50 employees would pay $1.42 per employee.   
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Table IVe. Disproportionate Impacts Estimate for Fees (Small vs. Large Business) 
Disproportionate Impact       
  Cost SB $/Emp LB $/Emp 
Industry Average  $   70.91  $      7.51   $     1.42  
Public Data  $   70.91  $      9.33   $     0.23  

 
The $0.25 fee increase scheduled for 2008 is proportionate to acreage for all companies 
burning over 20 acres. Acreage burned is a function of crop type rather than number of 
employees.  Acreage burned is highest for wheat and in following, wheat will pay 
approximately 93% of the fee.  Eighty-three percent of the companies that will pay over 
$50 more for the fee increase produce wheat.  One company producing wheat is predicted 
to pay 5% of the fee.  Peak employment within wheat and grains in 2004 was 847 in 
August while the annual average was 224.  There are 1,278 firms in NAICS 111 and 
oilseed, grain farming and wheat constitutes 20% of the 1971 employees.5   
 
As a result of the fee increase from $25 to $50 for orchard burning permits up to 20 acres, 
the impact is disproportionate with respect to acreage as well as employment.  Those with 
burn permits for large acreage will have an average fee increase of $6 where those with 
small burn permits will have an average fee increase of $25 (see Appendix B). 

V.  Reducing the Cost Impact 
Due to the voluntary MOU, burning had been reduced in half by 2000 in comparison with 
pre 1998 burning.  However, burning increased over the last few years under metered 
burning (see Appendix C).  As such, this amendment would have constituted a “method 
to reduce costs” under RCW 19.85.030 (2)(f).  The amendments, taken together, should 
reduce costs for most companies. 
 
RCW 19.85.030 provides several options for Ecology to reduce costs if it is legal and 
feasible to do so. 
 
(a) Reducing, modifying, or eliminating substantive regulatory requirements; 

This amendment modifies the timing of burning and allows more burning. 
 

(b) Simplifying, reducing, or eliminating record keeping and reporting requirements; 
It is not possible to eliminate substantive requirements related to permitting or 
burning. The legal requirements in RCW 70.94.650 require a permitting program be 
established.  RCW 70.94.743 and RCW 70.94.745 detail exceptions.  The 9th Circuit 
Court of Appeals Settlement is detailed.  More record keeping including maps and 
post burn reports are required in order to allow increased burning without creating 
significant health effects. 
 

(c) Reducing the frequency of inspections; 

                                                 
5 Agricultural Workforce in Washington, 2004, downloaded 3/15/06,  
https://www.workforceexplorer.com/admin/uploadedPublications/5435_Ag_Report_2004bdWE.pdf 
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It is not possible to eliminate substantive requirements related to permitting or 
burning. The legal requirements found in RCW 70.94.650 require a permitting 
program be established.  RCW 70.94.743 and RCW 70.94.745 detail exceptions.  The 
9th Circuit Court of Appeals Settlement details additional requirements.  Excellent 
compliance facilitates increased burning, which in turn lowers costs. 
 

(d) Delaying compliance timetables; 
It is not possible to eliminate substantive requirements related to permitting or 
burning. The legal requirements of RCW 70.94.650 require a permitting program be 
established.  RCW 70.94.743 and RCW 70.94.745 detail exceptions.  The 9th Circuit 
Court of Appeals Settlement details additional requirements.  In order to allow more 
burning, an excellent understanding of the timing of burning is essential.  Farmers 
may not be able to burn on the day that is most convenient, but they will be allowed 
to burn when it is safe to do so. 
 

(e) Reducing or modifying fine schedules for noncompliance;  
It is not possible to eliminate substantive requirements related to permitting or 
burning. The legal requirements in 70.94 RCW are detailed.  Excellent compliance 
facilitates increased burning.   
 

(f) Any other mitigation techniques. 
This rule amendment constitutes mitigation in that it reduces the costs of the existing          
rule. 
 

VI. Small Business Involvement in Rule Development 
 
Ecology formed an advisory committee in order to included small businesses in the rule 
drafting phase.  The advisory committee included four growers who represented specific 
crop types and/or grower organizations.  In addition, at least one other advisory 
committee member is a grower although the interested represented was that of the 
Conservation District.  Ecology uses several methods to inform growers including: a 
web-based information system (through LISTSERV), specific email coordination with 
delegated permitting authorities, Ecology Air Quality Program web postings for permit 
information and forms, and as time allows, presentations at various local meetings.  Local 
Air Authorities also use a variety of methods including telephone assistance and web-
page information.        
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Appendix A:  Crosswalk for Rule Revisions, New 
Language and Legal Citations
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Chapter 173-430 WAC- Agricultural Burning                        

Section   Change   RCW Requirement    Settlement  Analysis  Explanation 

        or Reference / Current   Agreement  Required    

        WAC Reference   Reference       

020(4)   Brings forward existing language   RCW 70.94.745;   None     Update rule with impaired air 

    that prohibits burning during an   RCW 70.94.743;         quality definition and other 

    air pollution episode or stage of   RCW 70.94.473;         statutory changes  from  

    impaired air quality.   WAC 070(g)        1995 to present. 

                 

020(5)    Permit and fee requirement   RCW 70.94.650(1)&(2)   None     Existing RCW sets a fee 

       WAC 1730-430-040(3)-(4)        cap, requires the Ag.  

               Burning Task Force to 

               set level and requires fee 

               adopted by rule. 

               RCW 34.05.328(5)(b)(vi) 

               states rules that set or 

               adjust fees or rates  

               pursuant to legislative 

               standards are not 

               required to provide  

               further analysis.  The  

               fee for this program 

               meets this criteria.  No 

               further analysis is required.  

                 

    Incidental Agricultural Burning   RCW 70.94.745   None     Existing exception 
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030(1)   Include propane flaming as part of   RCW 70.94.650 is only    None  SBEIS  Propane flaming has  

     the definition of agricultural burning.   for those using burning for      CBA  long been included in 

       agricultural activities.           the scope of burning  

               in related  to agricultural  

               activities.  Differentiates  

               between ag. and non ag. 

               settings. 

                 

030(8)   Adds corporate equivalent   Current WAC lists IRS    None     Corporations do not file  

       schedule (f).           a schedule (F) 

               Also reviewed 

               USDA criteria for "farm"  

               Far too complex to apply 

               to this program.  

                 

    Deletes "ingredient" in agricultural   RCW 70.94.650 focus on   None  CBA  Increased emphasis on  

     process.   agricultural activities     SBEIS  crops that are or could 

               be ingredients.  Examples    

               include bio-diesel and  

               bio-mass; poplar trees 

               for pulp.   

                 

                 

040(2)   Includes a smoke management index    Meteorological conditions   Yes.  B(2)(b)  CBA  Settlement agreement asked 

    component to the agricultural burning      B(6)(b)     Ecology to consider a standard. 

    program           The advisory committee  

               reviewed current procedures  

               agreed a standard was not 
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               helpful.  The group then  

               developed a concept that  

               captures current procedures. 

                 

040(2)(a)   Describes smoke management   RCW 70.94.650(1)(c)   B(1)(f)     RCW provision indicates the  

    index            types of conditions to  

               implement the program: time of  

               year, meteorological conditions, 

                and other criteria specified in 

                Ecology rules. 

                 

040(2)(b)   Describes conditions when procedures              

    must to be followed.             

                 

040(2)(c)                

                 

040(2)(d)                

                 

040(2)(e)   Ecology or local air required to            Currently, Ecology produces  

    produce an annual report           the report. 

                 

040(3)(c)(i)   Additional map application requirement.        CBA  Lessons from enforcement and 

            SBEIS  program implementation. 

                 

040(3)(f)   Permit decision criteria   RCW 70.94.650(1)(c)   None     Existing language in both.  

       WAC 173-430-070          

                 

040(3)(g)   Must approve or deny based on    WAC 173-430-080(1)(a)   None  CBA  Review with Delegated  
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    information in permit application   Requires evaluate and        Authorities and Enforcement   

       approve or deny        lessons 

                 

040(4)((a)(ii)   Creates a minimum permit fee level     RCW 70.94.650(2)   None     Increases fee from $25.00 to  

    for orchard burning tear-out permits   RCW 70.04.743(1)(d)(ii)        $50.00 up to 20 acres. 

    Task Force approved           RCW 70.94.  Section 

               743(2)(d)(ii) allows permitting 

               for orchard tear out regardless 

               whether the land will be  

               replanted as an orchard. 

               Fee level is within statutory cap. 

               No further analysis is 

               needed. 

                 

(040)(4)(b)(ii)   Fee is increased in 2008 to $2.25.   RCW 70.94.650(2)   None  SBEIS  Fee levels are within statutory 

    Fee distribution between categories        CBA   cap. No further analysis  

    is changed.           should be needed. 

    Task Force approved.             

                 

(060)(2)   Changes the research review to   RCW 70.94.650(4)   None     Reduced Task Force meetings 

    every two years from annually           and harmonizing research 

               projects with state budgeting 

               process. 

                 

(080)(2)(a)   Adds map to completed application   RCW70.94.650(1)     CBA  080 and 090 contain items that 

and (2)(b)   criteria   RCW70.94.654        to delegation.  These items are  

               in current delegation orders.   
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(080)(7)(a)   Add dates by which funds are     RCW70.94.650(1)          

    transferred to Ecology    RCW70.94.654        Each is designed to solve a 

               specific problem and improve 

(080)(7)(b)   Adds dates by which Ecology is    RCW70.94.650(1)        both efficiency and   

    provided with permit information   RCW70.94.654        effectiveness in both the 

               education and enforcement 

090(9)   Post-burn report   RCW70.94.650(1)   B(1)(f)     components 

       RCW70.94.654          

                 

(090)(10)   Permitting authorities must use the    RCW70.94.650(1)          

(a) &(b)   web-based database   RCW70.94.654          

                 

090(2)(e)   Delegated authorities must agree to periodic   RCW70.94.650(1)   B(1)(a)  CBA  Review for delegated authorities 

    audits and reviews   RCW70.94.654        looks at performance based on,  

               the delegation agreement,  

               complaints received, changes  

               requested, and noteworthy 

               items for that area. 

               Ecology and Local Airs are 

               subject to several types of  

               audits.   
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Appendix B:  Orchard Fee Increase Estimate for Average Permit  

Orchard 
Burning 
Permits 

# 
Permits 
2002 

Ave. 
Acres 
2002 

# 
Permits 
2003 

Ave. 
Acres 
2003 

# 
Permits 
2004 

Ave. 
Acres 
2004 

# 
Permits 
2005 

Ave. 
Acres 
2005 

Baseline
(Ave. # 
Pemits 
2002-

05) 

Baseline
(Ave. 
Acres 
2002-

05) 
Fee 
increase٭

Increase 
from 
baseline 
Cost 
2006 

Increase 
from 
baseline 
Cost 
2007 

Increase 
from 
baseline 
Cost 
2008 

Projected 
total cost 
from fee 
increase 

Total 
orchard 
tree-
removal 
burnings 3   23   12   3   13     $208 $208 $290 $707 
Removal 
up to 20 
acres 3 

1-
>20 16 

1-
>20 7

1-
>20 2

1-
>20 8 1->20 $25 $208 $208 $208 $625 

Removal 
of 20+ 
acres 0 0 7 34 5 30 1 22 15 21 0 0 0 82 $82 

           

0.25$٭  per acre 
increase for 20+ 
acres in 2008    
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Appendix C:  Reductions in Total Burning by County under the Voluntary 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
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Appendix D:  Map Cost Estimate 
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Appendix E: Estimate of benefits and avoided costs 
 

1. Agronomic Benefit:  Per acre benefit of $96.35 for re-crop (double crop) 
situations. 
Acreage estimate (Grant, Franklin average burned acres) – 9,300 
Estimate = $900,000 
 

2. Control of jointed goatgrass- 1 million acres of infested winter wheat in 
Washington,  
Acreage estimate: 0.3 million acres of winter wheat.  At the 2004 price of $3.68 
per bushel and average cost of $3.00 per bushel, net revenue is estimated to be 
$227,000.  
 

3. Direct-seeding in conjunction with burning cost savings– Per acre savings of 
$17.48. 
Acreage estimate: 15,461 (Based on 10% no-till/direct seed method in 
conjunction with average annual burned acres in Eastern Washington based off 
Appenix C)  
Estimate = $270,000 

 
4. Potential for bio-diesel production: 

Pacific AgriEnergy LLC estimates that 120,000 tons of canola and mustard could 
be locally produced.  This would equate to 31.5 million gallons of oil. 
Estimate = potential profit of $5.9 million. 
 

 
 
Estimated value to Industry = $7.3 million 
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